
CITRUS GROWER ASSOCIATES, INC. 
2930 WINTER L4KE ROAD 

LAKELAND. FLORIDA 33803 
843~709 

Dockets Management Branch (HFA-305) 
Food and Drug Administration 
Room 1061 
5630 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Re: Docket NO. 02N-0209. Request for Comments on First Amendment 
Issues. 67 F.ed. Rea. 34,942, Mav 16,2002 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Citrus Grower Associates, Inc. (CGA) submits this letter in part responding to the 
Food and Drug Administration’s request for comments on First Amendment 
issues. But, also it rebuts the submittal made by Tropicana Products Inc. 
(Tropicana) January 29, 2003. Should this record be closed, please forward this 
to the appropriate office. 

CGA is a small, non-profit, organization of Florida citrus growers, most of them 
afso small. As such, CGA defends the social and economic interests of its 
grower membership even, when it becomes necessary, against the competing 
interests of their customers, largely processors such as Tropicana. 

Tropicana asserts a First Amendment right to use the term “fresh”, with modifiers 
such as “fresh squeezed-pasteurized”, in labeling of pasteurized juices 
euphemistically calfed Not From Concentrate (NFC). 

Now, CGA knows quite weii Tropicana and other processors use about haif of 
Florida orange production and, perhaps about 25Oh of the grapefruit to make this 
NFC, whose name should be-pasteurized orange (or grapefruit) juice. And, we 
know this product has a growing share of the market. Tropicana and its 
competitors are far and away the most important marketers of the fruit we Florida 
growers produce. 

It was not atwais so. Until the 50’s and 60’s most of Florida’s citrus was 
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Marketed as fresh fruit. Then, technological advances and a greatly expanded 
domestic refrigeration capacity led to a boom in the production of high quality 
processed citrus products, especially orange juice. 

Ail this notwithstanding CGA asserts that “fresh” is fresh and is the inherent 
property of the fruit and the fresh juices produced by growers. Further, that 
processed juices are not fresh by any construction and that the proper name of 
NFC should be the assigned one-pasteurized orange (or grapefruit) juice 
Which is, not incidentally, the labeling quietly used by the apple people. 

CGA asserts there are 4 points to be considered: 

1. To allow a processed product to appropriate even a part of “fresh” would be to 
appropriate, even steal, a part of the growers identity. Fresh is what growers 
produce with all that implies. The right to free speech is limited, one of the 
earliest is the admonition against “stealing my good name”(Shakespeare’s 
Othello). 

2. Fresh is, generally, the ideal. The tremendous commercial success of 
manufactured citrus products is a story of steadily improving quality, sometimes 
with public funds, sometimes growers money, sometimes commercial. The goal 
has searched for more nearly like fresh, but has not been reached: To delude 
the public that this processed product is “fresh” would be to discourage further 
improvement. 

3. Tropicana asserts “in keeping with judicial precedents regarding First 
Amendment protection of commercial speech, FDA should permit non- 
misleading, qualified claims using the term “fresh”, such as “fresh squeezed- 
pasteurized*, in the labeling of pasteurized NFC juices.” 

CGA disagrees. Claims using the term “fresh” are inherentfy misleading. To 
begin, consumers are not students of labels or language. They do not split such 
hairs. Worse, the labefs are only a part of the commercial speech Tropicana and 
others use to describe their product. There are, in addition, tens of thousands of 
television and print adds. Some of these use images of a straw in an orange and 
a hand reaching through a screen of trees to get a glass of juice as well as print 
claims of nothing happening to the juice from squeezing to tumbler. All of these 
encourage the public perception that what is not fresh is indeed fresh. 

And much of the public buys the idea. Casual conversation with northern 
consumers will turn up many, many who think Tropicana NFC is “fresh”. 
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In point of fact it is not. it is, indeed, a heated product. It is heated to pasteurize 
and also to heat stabilize (killingthe naturally occurring enzymes to obtain long 
shelf lives) the juice. This evaporates off many of the volatile flavor components. 
And, then, much of the product is stored for long, periods up to months, if not 
years. 

4. But, there are also commercial considerations. Many people will pay a 
premium price for a premium (fresh) product-freshly squeezed orange juice. 
If Tropicana, and others, are allowed to attach the “fresh” franchise (in whole or 
in part) to their processed product the growers “fresh” franchise will be subverted. 

Until recently, perhaps 200,000 tons of oranges were sold annually as in-store 
fresh squeezed orange juice. When FDA and the State of Florida introduced 
new regulations and Florida suppliers failed to guide the juicers, this market 
collapsed. It can be recovered,. Indeed, its recovery is a key part of a successful 
future for Florida citrus growers. 

The potential demand is illustrated by a comment made by a store produce 
manager in an interview. “When the floor traffic was particularly heavy - the juice 
machine would be running. Fans would blow the fresh citrus scent throughout the 
store. We could not make enough on those days to keep up with the demand.” 

Unfortunately, the only data we have to show.American consumer opinion is this 
kind of anecdotaf data. But, all of it buttresses the belief consumers like fresh 
juice better than processed juice and many will pay a premium price for fresh. 

California citrus thinks so as well. Sunkist has begun a concerted program to 
stimulate sales of fruit for restaurant squeezed fresh juice. A news release 
describing the program is attached as an addendum. 

incidentally, processor representatives to the Florida Citrus ~Commission, a 
grower financed, state regulatory body are doing v&at they can to discourage a 
Florida effort similar to the Sunkist one. 

5. United Kingdom authorities have been more concerned over “fresh juice 
labeting”. In April of 2003 they published a document of that name. it can be 
downloaded at 

The study from which this report was made was detailed and the report 
instructive. The document “details the findings of research to determine 
consumer understanding’of the terms “from concentrate, not from concentrate” 
and how these might impact on how “pure” ano “freshly squeezed” are viewed. 
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Salient points include: 

From Concentrat~Y’he range of answers obtained suggests that consumers 
have no real understanding of the term. 

Not From Concentrate-‘full understanding of the term is poor’. 

Freshly Squeezed-the term implied the juice had been squeezed “recently”. It 
was assumed the time from squeezing to drinking would be anything from 2 days 
to 2 weeks”. 

Sincerely yours, 

&dJ. &J 
Frank S. Bouis, President 
FSWpw 

Cc: Florida (Xrus Commissioners 
Bob Crawford 
Michelle Chandler 
Lisa Rath 
Andy LaVigne 
Richard Kinney 
Doug Boumique 
Ray Royce 
Ron l-lame1 
Barbara Carlton 



ADDENDUM- 
News Article re California Fresh Orange Juice Campaign 

SUNKIST JUICE TARGETS FOODSERVICE MARKET 

CHICAGO (June 6,2003) By Ryan Swarts, The Packer - “Would you like a 
freshly squeezed glass of orange juice?” 

Forget about coffee, tea or lemonade. Seeing 1 O-l 2 open cases of oranges in 
the dining room should give you the message. After sitting down at one 
Chicago-area breakfast stop, just order a glass of the orange stuff. 

Strati Panagakos, owner of Butterfield Pancake House, Wheaton, IL, is 
counting on it. So much so that guests aren’t even presented with the 
option of ordering anything else. He goes through 230 cases a month. 

By the end of June, he’ll squeeze his millionth orange since opening 3% 
years ago. 

Panagakos’ system, which is a prelude to one Sherman Oaks, Catif.-based 
Sunkist Growers Inc. has begun promoting nationwide, has proved so fruitful 
he plans to open a new pancake house just a few miles away. 

The Sunkist program, named Juiced for You, is being sold to foodservice 
companies nationally, from local shops and restaurants, like Panagakos’, to 
chain hotels and casinos. Sunkist sources out juicing machines to be 
operated right in front of customers, often to order. Typically, valencias 
and navels are used. 

The cooperative is finalizing negotiations with a major hotel chain, said 
Kellie DuBois, Sunkist foodservice marketing manager. 

She said the program will not take away from the fresh market, but in fact 
was designed as a supplement to it. Especially when valencias are in season 
and competition is stiff, this program will help move them, she said. Pilot 
programs have been successful. 

An early pioneer of the program and Sunkist’s largest client, Pan Pacific 
Hotel, in Vancouver, British Columbia, sees volumes of 320 cases of oranges 
a month in peak season. 
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Pan Pacific has seen margins increase by 88% in some areas, said Tim 

Morrison, director of food and beverage operations for the hotel. The hotel 
is saving 15% by squeezing the oranges itself, instead of shipping the 
juice in. 

“Our customers often tell us it’s the highlight of their meal. It’s a 
success from every angle,” Morrison said. 

DuBois said she is encouraged because the program has succeeded in spite of 
the stagnant economy and slumping foodservice industry. Companies are 
willing to sacrifice labor, which is so valuable, to implement the program, 
she said. 

“Even though everyone is trying to cut back on labor all over foodservice, 
the program still works. Customer demand for premium beverages that are 
alternatives to soda is high,” DuBois said. “It not only tastes better, but 
it’s healthy and has higher profit margins.” 

Depending on the machine, operators can squeeze anywhere from one glass to 
two gallons of juice at a time. It’s not just limited to orange juice, 
however. Any type of citrus, including lemons, grapefruit and specialty 
item‘s, can be used, said Peter Ohsol, marketing specialist fof Sunkist. in 
fact, he said there will be a good balance between orange juice and more 
nontraditional juices. 

Aside from the machine, companies who partake in the Juiced for You program 
will receive a sales kit, which includes a profit analysis, menu and recipe 
suggestions, merchandising ideas and training materials. 

The idea of squeezing juice right in front of the customer is one that 
excites Ohsol. He said companies that use the service will see increased 
volume. 

“It will set the foodservices apart. Customers come in and have a taste of 
fresh squeezed juice, remember it and keep coming back,” Ohsol said. 

The secret, he said, is in the machine. Whole fruit is dropped into it, 
which is cut in half and then pressed. The waste falls to the side and all 
that is left is fresh juice, to be poured to the customer, who had a front 
row seat. 

-2- 
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January 29: 200 j 

Dockets Management Branch (EiFA-365 j 
Food and Drug Administration 
Room 1061 
5630 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

. . s 

Re: Docket NO. 02N-0209, Request for Corments on First &nendmen; ISSI 
Reg. 34,942, May I6,2002 

Dear Sir or Madam: . 

Tropicana Products, Inc. (Tropicana) submits this letter in response to the Foe 
Administration’s (FDA) request for comments on First Amendment issues. 

I?!1 15 7 

:s, 67 Fed. 

. . 

and Drug 

,L’ C-J - rxes, 
?PLlm 

be Food 

Tropicana is a leading producer ofjuice arrd beverage products. Tropicana mr 
markets, sells, and distributes products under such well known trademarks as Trol 
Premium, Tropicana Season’s Best, Tropicana Twister, and (under license from 
Company, inc.) Dole. 

Tropicana Pure Premium juices are cot-from-concentrate fNFC). The freshly .sq& zed juice 
-xnains juice from fiuit to pa.Eate. XII contrast, rheir fro&concentrate counterparts are m ufactured 

crvaporating moisture from juice and later reconstituting the concentrate with potable 
:. 
!;i. ties. Both types of juice typicaily are heat-pasteurized for safety. f 

ater. This 
‘Ii:‘,:rence in production results in products significantly distinct in compositional and o ganoieptic 

Tropicana welcomes this cppomtni:y to comment on First Amendment issues s 
use of tie term “fresh” on pasieurized WC juices. Tropicana submits that, in keeping 

?/ 

ounding 
th judic% 

precedents regarding First Amendment proxction of commercial speech, FDA should em>ii con- 
m:~leading, qualified claims using the term “fresh,” such as “fresh-squeezed--pasteuri 
labeling of pasteurized NFC juices. To the extent that the regulation governing 
C.F.R. $l#l.SS, and/or FDA’ s implementation of it, prohibit such claims, the 
an unconstitutional prohibition upon commercja? speech. 
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I. ~ISIUSSION 

A. FDA’s “Fresh” Regulation 

Section 403(a) of tke Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFRCA) deems i 
misbranded if its labeling is “f&e or misleading in any partictiar.” 2 1 U.S.C. $343(a) 
of its early 1990s rulemakings to implement the Nu’trition Labeling and Education A 
FDA promulgated a regulation governing use of the term “fresh” and related terms in fo 
The agency’s reguiatory intent was to grohibit false or misleading “fresh” claims. 5 
6042 ‘I, 60464 (Nov. 27,199 1). Paragraph (a) of the reguh&ion provides: 

The term “fresh,” when used on the label or in labeling of a food in 
a manner that suggests or implies that the food is mprocessed, means 
that the food is in its raw state and has not been frozen or subjected 
to any form of thermal processing or atiy other form of preservzt,ion, 
except as provided in paragraph (c) of this section. 

21 C.F.R. $101,95(a). Paragraph (c) provides that specific processes, including irrr.( 
refrigeration, do not preclude use of a “fresh” c1ai.m. 2 1 C.F.R. $10 1.95(c). Prefatory 1 
the regulation explains its reach: 

The terms defined in this section may be used on the label or in 
labeling of a food in conformity with the provisjons of this section. 
*** However, the use of the term “fresh” on labels or labeling is not 
subject to the requirements of paragraph (a) of this section if the term 
does not suggest or imply that a food is unprocessed or unpreserved. 
For examp!e, the term “fresh” used to describe pasteurized whole 
milk is not subject to paragraph (a) of this section because the term 
does not imply that the food is unprocessed {consumers commonly 
understand that miik is nearly always pasteurized). However, the 
term ‘Yresh” to describe pasta sauce that has been pasteurized or that 
contains pasteurized ingredients would be subject to paragraph (a) of 
this section because the term implies that rhe food is not processed or 
preserved. 

21 C.F.R. $ 101.95. 

0.’ 
.  

md to be 
As part 

&LEA), 
labeling. 
Ted. Reg. 
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nguage in 

Like mi;lk cited in the above regulation, virtually ail juices are heat-pasteuri ’ ed to kill 
potentially deadly pathogens. Nevedleless, FDA apparent!y does not sanction any “fr 4 h” claim, 
including a qualified claim, in labeling juice *slat has been pasteurized. See, e.g., Warning Letter 

I 
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to Stewart Brothers, inc., SE-4 02-S (July 11, X02> (avaj 
<hnpl:lf~v.fda.gov/foilwarninl! letterst’e3514d,htm>). Tropicma believes that 
prohibition of qualified “fresh” claimzr pasteurized juice, based upon rote app 
21 C.F.R. 4 101.95, is constitutionaIly impermissible. 

B. Commercial Speech Protection 

The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution comprehensively safeguards 
protected speech. In determining the degree of protection accorded, the U.S. Supremc 
drawn a distinction between commercial speech and other forms of protected speech. E.4 
v. Ohio S?are Bar Ass’n, 436 U.S. 447,455-56 (1978). 447 U.S. 5.57, 562-63 (1980). 
even co.mmercial speech that principally “proposes a commercial transac.tion” is entit 
Amendment protection. &g,, Board of Trusr~es qfthe State &‘&ver.rify of New York v. Fc 
469,4’73-74 (1989) Fereinafter Board of Tmstees of SuNyf; Cenrral Hudson Gas & 
V. Public Serv. Comm’n of New Yo& +447 US: 557, 562-63 (1980). It is well-establishe 
1abeIing claims, including “fresh” and similar claims, must be regarded, at a mi 
commercial speech. See Pearson Y. %akala, 164 F.3d 6.50 (DC. Cir. 1999); Unite 
General Nutrition, Inc. 638 F. Supp. 556,562 (W.D.N.Y. 1986). 

The First Amendment protects commercial speech, such as food labeling c! 
unwarranted governmental intervention. See Central Hudson, 447 U.S. at 5.61; Pearso 
at 655. FDA is empowered to prohibit commercial speech in labeling that is false or rnis 
UXC, $$ 321(n), 343(a)(l); however, in order to be entirely prohibited, the label rep 
must be either inherently misleading or actually misleading, as opposed to only 
misleading. Peel v. Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Comm’n ofIllinois, 496 U 
(1990); in re R.MJ., 455 U.S. 191,202-W (1982); Pearson, 154 F.3d aI 655. Any rep 
that is only potentially misleading may not be Compfetely banned if it can be presented i 
that is not deceptive, Pee!, 496 U.S. at 100; In re! R.M.J., 455 U.S. at 203. Commercial 
is not misleading also may be regulated; however, inxerfe=nce must be in propor 
regulatory interest served: and ir may be regulated only to the extent that such regulati 
a substantial interest. Rubiz v. Coors &wing Cu., 5 14 U.S. 476,475 (i 995j, in re R.M. 
at 203-04. 

The standard for determining the constitutionality ofFD.4’~ regulation of comme 
is set forth in a four prong test provided in Central Hudson: 

At the outset, we must determine wnetber the exljression js protemed 
by the First Amendment. For commercial speech to come within that 

provision, it at least must concern lawful activity and not be 
misleading bprong one]. Next: we ask whether the asserted 
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govemmentai interest is substantial @tong two]. If both inquiries 
yield positive answers, we must determine whether the regulation 
directly advances the governmental interest asserted [prong three], 
and whether it is not more extensive than is necessary to serve thaT 
interest (prong four]. 

447 U.S. at 556. Under this test, FDA may prohibit amme:&? speech, such as a qualif 
claim, only if it is inherefitly false or mideading. Otherwise, the agency must den 
substantial interest; the regulation in question (2 1 C.F.R. -$ 101.95) rnus directly advance I 
interest; and the regulstion must I-ICC impose an unnecessary burden an the regulated foe 

h justifying its rest&ions upon protected commercial speech, the means the g 
chooses to accomplish its regulatory objective must be “narrowIy tailored.” Baord QJ 
SEXY, 492 U.S. at 480; li2 re R.M.,!, 455 U.S. at 203. In order to be narrowly tailor 
rekction of “fresh” claims must be aimed at &nGnating false or misleading claims ‘%i 
same time banning or significantly restricting a substantial quantity of speech that doe: 
the same evils.” Ward v. Rock Against Racism, 491 U.S. 781, 799 n.7 (1989); set 
44 Liqumnar!, hc. v. Rhode Islmd, 517 U.S. 484,503 (1996)cbars against trutl&l, nor 

ive as- that t&e public wili re 
equirements for disclosure, disclaimer, or 6 
onstitutionaily suspect than regulations tl 

prohibit commercial speech. Zauder~r, 471 U.S. at 650-01; In re R.M.J., 455 U.S. at 20 
-164 F.3d at 65 7 -58 (the Supreme. Court has repeatediy pointed to “discfaimers as cons 
preferable to outright suppression’*). 

FDA’s “fresh” ciaims regulation, 2 1 C.F.R. 5 101.95, as it applies to KFC jui 
Cenntlf Hkz!~n test we qualified “fresh” claims &e not inherently false or misltad 

of the regulation i2 not narrowly :allored TV eliminate on C 

i. QuaIified “fresh” claims for pasteurized juices are non inherentl; 
mis!eading. 

. 
Tropicana submits tiat certain “fresl?‘%lZ% on processed juice psodl!Cts would 

false nor misleading. Appropriate qw&fied claims, such as ‘%e:‘~ Tqueezed-pasteuriz 
express to the purchasing consumer that the product was prepare> .t~~c;l~ Tom fresh f 
from concentrate, whi!e revealing that the product has been pasteul +x? for safev. Sl 
represents a commercially viable ivay of truthfully distinguishing WC juices from rc 
juices. While reconstituted juices are require d to declare Yrom concentrate” prominc ; 

:d “fr&” 
an&ate a 
e asserted 
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wernment 
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Iabel,’ in marketplace practice this disclosure typically is too small, lacks background car 
is crowded among other label information; such ongoing violations escape enforceme 
lMofeover, use of the term, “pasteurized,” on “fresh-squeezed- pasteurized” NFC ju 
truthMy distinguish them from WC juices that have not undergone heat-processing j 

The “fresh” regulation authorizes uses of the term ‘%sb” hat do not imply that 
food is unprocessed. Tropicana believes that the claim “fresh squeezed-pasteurized,” a 
NFC orange juice, is just such a use. 

As noted above, pasteurized whale milk may be labeled “fresh” because “the t 
used to describe pasteurized whole milk . . . does not imply tiat the food is unprocessed 
commonly understand that milk is nearly always pasteurized).” 2 1 C.F.R 6 10 1 LX. Sim! 
FDA’s mandatory juice I-IACCP rule (procedures for the Safe and Sanitary Proc 
importing of Juice, 66 Fed. Reg. 6137 (Jan. 19, 2001)), nearly all juices will be pa! 
subjected to some form of&m&e food s&s@ processing technology. As the rule is h 
and enforced, it will make NFC juice, like milk, a product known by consumers to be ne 
pasteurized or otherwise processed. Applying the same rationale to use of the quai 
“fresh-squeezed,” in describing pasteurized NFC juice is only reasonable. The addition 
“pasteurized” (i e., “fresh squeezed-pasteu.rizxY’) removes any possibility that consum< 
misled. 

ast andor 
t activity. 
:es would 
r safety. 

he labeled 
applied to \ 

xn ‘fresh 
:onsumers 
dy, under 
ssing and 
prized or 

r 
temented 

I ly always 

FDA permits other qqropriately qualified “fresh” claims such as ‘fresh f?ozen” 
from fresh [ingredient]” in labeling processed foods. 21 C.F.R. 5 101.95(b); Letter 
Spain, SeniorVice President Technology, Del Monte Research Centir, from Eliza’oeth 3. 

been processed using a fresh ingredient(s). A 
juice would do the same. 

2. A regulation that expressly or through implementation 
qualified ‘Cfresh” claims for pasteurized ‘NFC juices is not narro 
&d places an unnecessary burden on industy. 

inasmuch as properfy qualified “fresh” cl&ax are not inherently or actuaI!y: rr?i&ading as 
appiied to pasteurized juice, FDA may nor &n such &ins entirely. ‘f et, as presc~:t l y im ’ Ieme%zd, 

‘p 

1 21 C.F. R. $ 146.145(c). 
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21 C.F.R. 3 101.95 does precisely that. Any FDA regulation of “fresh” claims for paste iced NFC 
juice must satisfy the four-prong Ceniral Hudson rest. As presently implemented, the eguIation 
fails the requirements of Centia! Hudson. 

:: 
Certainly, FDA hzs a legitimate, substantial interest in prohibiting false or mislead’ g ‘%esh” 

claims, and 21 C.F.R. $ 101.95, properly applied, advances that interest. However, the guIation 
as it is being implemented is not narrowly tailored as 3pIjlied to properly qualified laims for 
pasteurized NFC juice. Implementation of 21 C.F.R. 3 101.95 is far more extensi e e than is 
necessary to advance the leg&mate goventzent interest in prohibiting truly g “fresh” 
claims. 

Thus, 23 C.F.R. $ 101.95 is constitutiondiy in&m as applied to pasteurized 
because it bans trutbfbl, qualified “fresh” &aims along wi!h false and misleading claim 
as here, further speech tax cure a potentially misleading claim, the Constitution favors % 

FC juice 
. Where, 
sclaimers 

and disclosures over outright bans. See Pemzim 164 F.3d at 657-58. ConstitutionaHy, 
not ba1 a truthful “fresh-squeezed” NFC juice cfa.im when thas claim can be qualified to ’ close that 
the NFC juice is &o “pasteurized.” hforeover, the ban does not serve consumer interes s because 
it forbids juice makers from distinguishing fresk-squeezed, pasteurized juice from the c ncentra:e 

II. CONCLUSXON 
; i 

DA may 

imposter. 

The U.S. Supreme Cowr, in constzG.ng the First Amendment, expiicitiy has inst 
“the f&e flow of commercial information is valuable enough to justify imposing 
regulators the costs of distinguishing the truthi%! riom the f&se, the helptil from ihe misl 
t$e harmless from the harmful.” Zaudemr, 471 U.S. at 646. Moreover, the Court has 
in choosing between a paternalisticaily restrictive regulatory approach and one that 
communication, FDA must choose the latter because “lilt is precisely this kind of 
the dangers of suppressing informarion, and the dangers of misuse if it is freely 
F.&t &nendment makes for us.” Virginia State Board of ?Iz~rnu~, 425 U.S. at 770. 
to permit use of qualified, non-misleading ‘%esfi” claims, such as “fresh 
NFC juices in accordance wit& First Amendment protection of 
can be easily and quickly implemented through the issuance of a letter or Guidance. 




